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The Evolution for US Data Privacy Law & How It Affects Email Marketing


Last year, the landscape of data privacy laws in the United States changed significantly, bringing to light the increased focus on individual data protection rights across the country. Organizations have had to adjust their operational practices to prioritize data protection, privacy and the acceptable use of personal information. But is this just the beginning?
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AI: The Latest Advancement in Email Marketing


As marketers are increasingly integrating AI into their strategies to boost engagement and conversion rates, it is essential to recognize that the AI used in email marketing is not quite the true AI we often imagine.
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How To Create an Effective Email Newsletter in 6 Steps


Learn how to create an email newsletter for free. Discover best practices to generate more leads and boost brand loyalty with a powerful email newsletter.
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SMS Marketing: Exploring the Power of Text Message Campaigns


Learn the importance of SMS for marketing and the benefits of SMS marketing for business.
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Sign up for alerts

Get the best of MailCon in your inbox




Cannot be blank.




Cannot be blank.




Cannot be blank.
I want to receive newsletters
and updates about MailCon events at the phone number provided.
This agreement is not a condition of purchase. The frequency of messages may vary. Message
and data rates may apply. Reply STOP to opt-out or HELP
for help. I also expressly consent and agree to allow MailCon to use, store, and process the
information I have provided and to subscribe me to any MailCon marketing emails. I also
acknowledge that I have read and agree to MailCon's Privacy Policy and Terms of Use.
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Download the MailCon App

Start connecting with other attendees before the event, personalize your profile, and more with the
MailCon Mobile App.
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We take your privacy seriously. In order to process your request we require your personally identifiable information (PII)
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In order to process your request under the California Consumer Provacy Act “CCPA” we require you to please provide any two (2) of the following pieces of your information. This is required under the CCPA before we can fullfill your request
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Success!

You will no longer get marketing emails from us.
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Get the Best of MailCon
in Your Inbox

Sign up to stay informed on news, trends, events, opportunities, and more.
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By signing up, you agree to MailCon’s Privacy Policy and Terms of Use
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Get your tickets before you leave

Get Tickets



















